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Introduction
Anxiety and depressive disorders pose significant public health issues across the world.
Depression and other depressive disorders are
mental illnesses characterised by a profound
and persistent feeling of sadness or despair
and a loss of interest in formerly pleasurable
activities. Disturbances in sleep, appetite and
cognitive processes are common symptoms.
Globally, 5% of adults are estimated to suffer
from the disorder.1 Anxiety disorder is a
chronic condition characterised by excessive
and persistent apprehension, with physical
symptoms such as sweating, palpitations, feelings of stress and increased blood pressure.
analysis of 87
Baxter and colleagues’ meta-
studies from 44 countries indicated that the
global prevalence of this disorder has fluctuated between 0.9% and 28.3%.2 3 These prevalent and debilitating mental disorders can
seriously impact daily life, including school
performance, work productivity, family
and friend interpersonal relationships, and
community participation.4 5 Many studies
also show strong relationships between these
disorders and physical health problems
such as tuberculosis, cardiovascular disease,
disturbed concentration, sleep disorder and
appetite.6–9 Individuals from all countries—
young and old, rich and poor—suffer from
these conditions. Previous research findings
indicate that women, persons with higher
education, and urban-
dwelling individuals are more likely to have depression and
anxiety than men, illiterate individuals, and
villagers living in rural communities.10 11
Despite the increased international focus
on mental health-related problems and their
explicit mention in the World Health Organization (WHO) New Health Plan 2010,
many aspects of mental disorders have not
been thoroughly investigated. Although the

aetiology of these mood disorders has been
examined extensively at the individual level
in various kinds of research, the population-
level characteristics have not received as much
attention, including socioeconomic aspects.12
Therefore, this study aimed to evaluate the
relationship between the Human Development Index (HDI) elements—life expectancy
at birth, education and gross national income
per 1000 capita—and anxiety and depressive
disorder prevalence worldwide.

Materials and methods
This ecological study examined the prevalence of anxiety and depression in 181
countries based on the 2019 HDI ranking.
The HDI is a mathematical index applied to
estimate a country’s overall success in social
and economic dimensions. HDI includes
several primary measures: life expectancy
at birth, mean years of education and gross
national income per capita. The value of this
index is between 0 and 1. The closer it is to
1, the higher the level of development. Our
research compiled the countries’ HDI scores
to classify their socioeconomic status.13
We first gathered data about anxiety and
depression prevalence from the 181 countries
or territories listed in the 2019 WHO database
(https://www.who.int/health-topics/depression).1 Next, we collected the HDI-2019 data
for the 181 listed countries from the World
Bank website (https://databank.worldbank.
org/Human-development-index). Our analysis included only those countries for which
data about anxiety and depressive disorders
and HDI were available.
The relative concentration index (RCI) was
used to measure socioeconomic inequality
in the prevalence of anxiety and depressive
disorders. The RCI is a relative index derived
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Results
The association of HDI and its components with anxiety
and depression prevalence was assessed by a linear regression model and presented in table 1. This model indicated
that the prevalence of anxiety and depressive disorders
significantly increased as life expectancy at birth, mean
years of education, gross national income and HDI level
increased (all p-values<0.05). The scatter plots displayed
in figure 1 showed the positive relationship between
the countries’ HDI rankings and anxiety and depressive
disorder prevalence, indicating the tendency for higher
prevalence of these mental disorders in countries with
higher HDI rankings.

Figure 1 Scatter plots for the relationship between the
Human Development Index (HDI) and anxiety/depressive
disorder prevalence (0=lowest HDI; 1=highest HDI).

The CC results that examined socioeconomic disparity
in the outcomes assessed in this research were shown in
figure 2. In this figure, the horizontal axis represents the
cumulative percentage of the countries ranked by HDI.
A score of 0 indicates the lowest HDI rating, and a score
of 1 indicates the highest HDI rating. The vertical axis
indicates the percentage of anxiety and depression prevalence corresponding to the cumulative percentage of
the HDI. The RCI and 95% CI were 0.43 (0.04 to 0.82)
for anxiety disorder and 0.45 (0.03 to 0.86) for depressive
disorder. The positive value of the RCI and the position of
the CCs under the equity line indicated that anxiety and
depression disorders are concentrated in countries with
a high HDI ranking. According to figure 1, 20% of the
world’s population that ranked lowest in HDI accounted
for approximately 15% of anxiety and depressive disorders worldwide. On the other hand, 20% of the world’s
population in the highest-
ranked HDI accounted for
more than 30% of these two disorders worldwide (ie,
more than two times the prevalence of the low HDI countries). Alternatively, the poorest 30% of the world’s population accounted for 18% of global anxiety and depressive
disorders.

Table 1 The association between anxiety and depressive disorder prevalence and the Human Development Index (HDI) and
its components
Anxiety prevalence
Variables
Life expectancy at birth
Mean years of education
Gross national income
HDI

β*
0.82
1.52
0.0001
37.46

Depression prevalence

CI

P value

0.60 to 1.03
0.97 to 2.06
0.00008 to 0.0003
26.79 to 48.14

β*

<0.001
<0.001

0.46
1.32

<0.001
<0.001

0.0001
25.79

CI
0.31 to 0.62
0.96 to 1.68
0.00004 to 0.00017
18.37 to 33.23

P value
<0.001
<0.001
0.002
<0.001

p<0.05=statistical significance.
*β coefficient=the degree of decrease or increase in anxiety and depressive disorder prevalence for every 1 unit increase in the
HDI level.
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from a concentration curve (CC), which measures socioeconomic inequality in ordinal variables and groups. For
example, in the CC, the proportion of anxiety and depressive disorder prevalence (y-axis) was plotted against the
cumulative proportion of the population ranked by the
HDI (x-axis). The CC begins with the lowest HDI levels on
the left and ends with the highest HDI levels on the right.
This relative measure ranges from +1 (depression and
anxiety wholly concentrated among countries with high
HDI) to −1 (depression and anxiety wholly concentrated
among countries with low HDI). The 0 value in this index
indicates the absence of inequality. When the RCI equals
0, there is no socioeconomic inequality in the anxiety
and depression prevalence across countries with different
levels of HDI. When the CC rises over the diagonal, the
RCI is negative, indicating the outcome is concentrated
between countries with low levels of HDI. When the CC
falls under the diagonal line, the RCI is positive, indicating
the outcome is disproportionately concentrated among
countries with higher levels of HDI.14 A linear regression
model was used to investigate the relationship between
HDI and the prevalence of anxiety and depression. In
the regression model, the β coefficient is the degree of
decrease or increase in anxiety and depressive disorder
prevalence for every 1 unit increase in the HDI level. The
level of 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Data
were analysed using Stata software V.16.
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Figure 2 Concentration curve for measuring socioeconomic
inequality in the prevalence of anxiety and depressive
disorders ranked by Human Development Index (HDI)
cumulative percentage of the countries worldwide.

Discussion
This ecological study was conducted to assess socioeconomic inequality in anxiety and depressive disorder
prevalence based on HDI ranking. Our results indicated
that the prevalence of anxiety and depressive disorders
increased as HDI and its components increased. This
disproportionately concentrated prevalence of anxiety
and depressive disorders in regions with high HDI can
be attributed to the high degree of accessibility to mental
healthcare services and, consequently, the accurate
recording of high rates of anxiety and depressive disorders. On the other hand, in countries with low HDI, the
limited access to diagnostic services, screening tests for
mental disorders, and medical care may lead to fewer
documented cases of anxiety and depressive disorders.
Moreover, most low-
income and middle-
income countries’ disease recording and reporting systems are imprecise, leading to the under-reporting of illnesses, especially
those disorders such as mental illness, which are socially
stigmatised.15 16
Life expectancy at birth is one of the measures of
HDI. Increased life expectancy in a society indicates an
increase in the elderly population. Numerous research
studies have reported a higher incidence and prevalence
of anxiety and depressive disorders among the ageing
population. In older people, chronic diseases, various
infections, psychosocial problems, economic poverty,
disability, isolation, and deprivation increase the susceptibility to depression and anxiety in already vulnerable
older adults.17
The results from the linear regression model indicated
that an increase in the mean years of education led to a rise
in the prevalence of anxiety and depressive disorders. We
can justify this finding by saying that the prevalence rate
may increase with increasing health knowledge, awareness of initial signs of the disease and early detection.18

Conclusion
This study showed that the prevalence of anxiety and
depressive disorders is mainly concentrated in countries with a higher level of HDI, which would indicate
that these mental illnesses become more pervasive as
the countries become more highly developed. However,
the confounding relationship between socioeconomic
inequality and the prevalence of these two mental disorders should be prioritised in further investigations and
given special attention by global health policymakers to
understand this conundrum better. Notably, the prevalence rates of anxiety and depressive disorders across
developing countries suffer from under-reporting due to
poor health education, difficulties in seeking healthcare,
delayed identification of mental illness and misdiagnosis.
In addition, the identification and reporting of anxiety
and depressive disorders vary according to HDI levels
because of the intense stigma attached to diagnostic labels
and seeking mental healthcare in the poor HDI quintiles
of the low-income and lower middle-income countries. In
the future, individual-level studies designed with different
analytical methodologies should be used for low-income
and lower middle-income countries to more accurately
measure the overall prevalence of mental disorders and
their relationship to socioeconomic status.
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There were some limitations in this study. First, exposure is measured at an aggregate level, so we must be
careful to interpret the results on the aggregate level, not
at the individual level, to avoid ecological fallacies.19 The
second limitation is the shortcoming of not measuring
the impact of confounding variables in this study. Due
to these limitations, this study’s results cannot be used
for causal relationships, but they can guide hypotheses.
The third limitation was the lack of access to sex and age
data; thus, we could not adjust the RCI based on these
variables. However, the most important strength of this
study was that it was conducted at the global level and
analysed information from more than 90% of the world’s
countries.
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